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The Encyclopedia of Chess Openings (or ECO) is a classification system for the opening moves in chess. It
is presented as a five-volume book collection (now also a computer database) describing chess openings.
Encyclopaedia of Chess Openings - Wikipedia
Chess is a board game for two players. It is played in a square board, made of 64 smaller squares, with eight
squares on each side. Each player starts with sixteen pieces: eight pawns, two knights, two bishops, two
rooks, one queen and one king. The goal of the game is for each player to try and checkmate the king of the
opponent.
Chess - Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
This is a list of chess openings, organized by the Encyclopaedia of Chess Openings (ECO) code. In 1966,
Chess Informant categorized the chess openings into five broad areas ("A" through "E"), with each of those
broken down into one hundred subcategories ("00" through "99").
List of chess openings - Wikipedia
Chess Assistant 18 is a unique tool for managing chess games and databases, playing chess online,
analyzing games, or playing chess against the computer.
Chess Software - ChessOK.com
The precursors of chess originated in northern India during the Gupta empire, where its early form in the 6th
century was known as Chaturanga. This translates as 'the four divisions', meaning infantry, cavalry,
elephantry, and chariotry, represented by the pieces that would evolve into the modern pawn, knight, bishop,
and rook, respectively.
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